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Staff working in Y6

Miss Godfrey, Mrs Lewis, Mrs Stevenson and Mrs Pyatt

What will we be doing this half term? 

English Maths RE

Song of the Dolphin 

Boy by Elizabeth 

Laird

1. Decimals

2. Percentages

3. Algebra

1. Sources

2. Unity

3. Death and new 

life

Science Topic - History PE 

Electricity Protecting the

Environment

Dance

English

Our class text for this half term is ‘Song of the Dolphin Boy’ by Elizabeth 

Laird.  We will be writing in a range of different styles, including a balanced 

argument and a narrative, particularly focusing on setting/character 

descriptions.

Maths

This half term we will be focusing on decimals, including:  equivalent fractions 

and decimals, multiplying/dividing decimals and solving problems with fractions 

and decimals. Following our decimals work, we will begin our percentages 

unit, which focuses on equivalent fractions/decimals/percentages and finding 

percentages of an amount. Our final topic will be algebra where we will first 

look at forming expressions, before moving on to solving more complex 

equations.

What to bring to school 
• 2 water bottles containing water

• Healthy snack - no chocolate bars or sweets

• Outdoor shoes 

PE Day 
Your child should wear their PE kit on Friday.
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English Vocab 

Maths Vocab 

RE topic word 

Science key words 

Topic key words 

Year 6 Advent Lent 1 2021-2022

comma bullet point passive modal verb

colon list formal setting

semi-colon verb informal character

percent fraction expression formulae

decimal equivalent place value order

algebra multiply divide equation

community Bible Old 

Testament

New 

Testament

unity Eucharist communion friendship

loss death resurrection Lent

battery complete filament wire

blow component fuse switch

cell electrons bulb motor

sustainability conservation marine pollution

endangered mineral bio-diversity non-

renewable

extinction renewable environment climate



Class Timetable 

Keeping in touch
As parents, you are the first educators of your child and at this school we 

recognise that the partnership between home and school is fundamental to 

a child’s success. School staff are always happy to speak to parents during 

the week before or after school, please just make an appointment through 

the school office. This year, to support teachers in their workload 

management, and to ensure that the e-mail system is used in the most 

appropriate way, parents are asked to use e-mails to teachers only for the 

sharing of information about your child. Information can also be passed on 

at the beginning or end of the day, but parents are reminded to keep this 

brief, or to pass the information on to the school office. Should parents at 

any point wish to meet with the class teacher, the school office should be 

contacted, and they will make an appointment in line with the availability of 

the class teacher and parents. 

My email address is:  Year6@st-patricksrc.notts.sch.uk

We will also keep you informed when we have additional adults working in 

a class or when there are changes to the staff members. 
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